
― Remote Monitoring ―
PC, smartphone, tablet

Images and videos can be checked from anywhere.

SESAME-CAMERA

AC/DC-POWERED NO LIGHTING

Normal camera with IR light

Solar panel and battery can be 

used as well as commercial power.

MOBILE PHONE NETWORK

Images as clear as in daylight,

even in the dark.
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Network usage fee and server 

maintenance fee start from 5,000 JPY.

Ecosystem
Observation

River / Reservoir Monitoring 

Prevent Intrusion

Measures Against 
Animal Damage

SESAME-WEB

Expanding Use in the Agricultural Field

◼ Detect motion and record to the cloud
◼ Check live video anytime, anywhere
◼ Prevent intrusion with alarm and light
◼ Deter crime
◼ Manage crop production by using 

sensors and photographs

Catch the situation 
by numerical data 

and images



― Cameras  ―

Indoors

Detect motion and 
ring an alarm

Outdoors

High sensitivity
(No light required)

Optional speaker 
and warning light

With IR light

AXIS M2025-LE

AXIS P1375-E

AXIS P1455-LE

AXIS M1065-L

You can choose from a wide lineup depending on the 
installation location, purpose, and budget.

【 Main office 】
#802 Dotsu Bldg. Kita 5-jo Nishi 6-chome Chuo-ku, 
Sapporo 060-0005 Japan
TEL：+81 11-555-5000 FAX：+81 11-555-3000

【Tokyo office】
4-26-14 Nakatomiminami,
Tokorozawa 359-0003 Japan
TEL ： 090-2870-3107

【URL】     https://midori-eng.com
【e-mail】  info@midori-eng.co.jp 

As for content of description, we may change without prior 
notice for quality improvement, so please be forewarned.
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Motion 
Detection

Intrusion 
Detection

◼ Detect motion and record to the 
cloud automatically

◼ Reduce data volume and time for 
checking

◼ Alarm and warning light
◼ Send alert e-mail
◼ View areas and virtual lines can 

be easily predefined on a PC.

◼ Keep backup footage in the cloud
◼ Play with PC, smartphone, tablet
◼ Download
◼ Change playback speed

Play recording

◼ Check live video with 
your mobile devices

◼ Change exposure and 
zoom-in / out

Live Video
― Specification ―

*An internet connection is required for remote viewing.
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